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What does the future of 

fundraising look like?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[Intro – set the scene]We were going to call this session Encouraging donations in a cashless society. Because let's face it, every charity today will want to be doing this. But we believe there's more to fundraising technology than just encouraging donations.It's about building long lasting relationships with supporters through tech- and we believe it's possible to do more with the tools you've already got, to help charities recover from the effects of the cost of living crisis in an increasingly cashless society...
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What are we currently facing?

An increasingly 
cashless society

Stretched budgets 
and resources

A decline in 
donation income

But we are still hopeful!
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
An increasingly cashless society: ‘By 2030, it is predicted that only one transaction in ten will be completed with cash’ (The Future of Giving, Barclays Report) < mention this!Stretched budgets and resources: ‘Charities are increasingly having to balance the rising demand for their services with limited resources to deliver them’ (Charity Digital)A decline in donation income: ‘A quarter of people said they had changed their charitable behaviours, or were considering doing so’ (CAF Report 2023)BUT we are hopeful!!!The public’s generosity isn’t wavering! They want to give, charities just need to give them a way to‘In our research, we rarely see donors stop supporting a preferred cause’ (Blakely Fundraising)
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Digital

Regular
Giving

One-off 
donation

Physical

Individual 
Giving

Major 
Donors

It all comes 
down to 

supporter 
engagement
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Supporters are key!Whether itsDigital or physicalOne off donations or regular givingIndividual giving or major donorsIT ALL COMES DOWN TO SUPPORTER ENGAGEMENT! So how do we encourage supporter engagement and where does contactless fit into all of this?
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Technology = Opportunities
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Technology creates opportunities! In all aspects of an organisation.This could be as simple as automating admin processes… technology can offer many benefits and allows you to focus on more meaningful tasks!
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What are the barriers?

Lack of 
knowledge

Overwhelmed

The wrong choice

Share knowledge as a sector

Don’t rush into a decision

Involve donors in the conversation
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What are the barriers when it comes to contactless?Whether your at the start of your journey or further down the line…There are three regular barriers that we see fundraisers struggling with:Lack of knowledge and resources > we need to work together as a sector to share our experiences, knowledge, tips and tricks etc. A bit like we’re doing today… Events like this are so valuable!Overwhelmed - there are so many solutions out there, whether that’s contactless or something else, it’s easy to get overwhelmed > it may feel like the Third Sector is moving at 100 miles an hour, with other charities implementing the latest tech and overhauling their fundraising strategy for the 5th time this year, it can be easy to get sucked into unnecessary change. Don’t rush into a decision! Making the wrong choice – how will you know it works? Will your donors like it? > Involve donors in the conversation! If you know what they want, it makes your decision that much easier.Find the values that are important to you, narrow down the market, make decision easier. Look for comparison tools!
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Contactless – what’s possible?

What do fundraisers want in a contactless device?

A return on their investment

Secure, consistent donations

Gift Aid integration

Tip: New to contactless? 

These primary features should be your 

first focus!
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Contactless – what is possible?[Primary benefits}Not common knowledge: We surveyed a selection of our Donation Station customers. We asked them what was most important when it comes to contactless giving. Unsurprisingly fundraisers want: A ROISecure, consistent donationsGift Aid integrationSo how do we ensure these benefits are being used to their full potential in order to optimise engagement and boost donations?
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1. Creating Opportunities

Use inclusive tools to create 

opportunities for supporter 

engagement. 

The solution should be:

Easy to use

Reliable 

Secure
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Creating opportunities - using inclusive tools to create opportunitiesThe first step is to create opportunities for engagement i.e. provide your donors with a way to donate easily and securelyThis could be:online donationsface to face fundraisingcontactless givingIt doesn’t matter what the method is, as long as your donors engage with it e.g. if you know your donors all prefer to give online, then why would you spend time and money on implementing contactless devices? You should be optimising your website or collaborating with an online giving platform.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Creating opportunities:Cathedral raised £10,000 in 6 months, they have a hybrid approach to fundraising, meaning they don’t miss out on support. Donors can give how they want to give.Great example of an organisation using their many channels and optimising the in-situ fundraising with multiple devices in key locations across their site.Despite existing donation income streams, they knew that their visitors would interact with in-situ devices and have seen great results since.
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2. Encouraging Support

Inspire further engagement through 

the positioning and branding.

Messaging

Branding

Presence 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Encouraging Support - Inspiring further engagementThe second step is to encourage more support with the use of:Strong visuals Powerful messagingPositioning For example, in the context of the Donation Station, branding, both physical and digital can help to create a strong presence for the device, catch attention and motivate donors to give generously. Likewise, the position of the device will effect the number of people engaging with it. If it is tucked away without any clear messaging or guidance, how will visitors know to approach it? How will they know it’s use?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Encouraging support:Small community farm boosted income by 20% in 2022 through one high presence device.Strong signage used to direct visitors to the device and make it’s purpose clear, even when unattended.Used clear visuals and messaging to show the impact of donations and encourage donations at point of interaction– attract loop, front and back panels.
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3. Making it go further

Get more support from your donors 

through the use of bonus features 

and data collection.

Gift Aid 

Storytelling 

Donor Data 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Making it go further – get even more out of your donors The final step, now that you have donations coming in, is to optimise your income. This can be done in many different ways:Use data to track peak donation times and adapt your strategy accordingly Use Gift Aid integration to boost your intake by 25%Reach out to past donors to inspire regular giving 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Making it go further:Using secondary features of our devices, this local Museum group optimised donation income.Gift Aid and marketing signups played a big roll – making sure donors can boost donations by 25% and then stay in contact with the museum through newsletters.They saw over 250 marketing signups in 6 months – that is a great opportunity to convert one-off donations into regular giving.Donor data also helped them to choose a hybrid approach on one of their sites (Midi Cashbox) as it informed them of donor habits.
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Focus on your charity mission
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If in doubt, try it out! 

Work collaboratively with your provider 

Use comparative tools where possible

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Collaborate with your provider but work collaboratively in general too; whether it’s with your stakeholders, your donors, other organisations. The third sector need to work together!Use comparative tools where possible – like with phone or holiday comparison sites, these tools make it easy to see the differences in solutions! And most importantly the key benefits you will gain from it.Focus on your individual mission – what works for you might not work for others! The clearer you are around your fundraising ambitions and values, the easier it will be to find solutions that align.Testing! Whether it’s trialling a device, playing around with positioning or updating your messaging. Find what best resonates with your supporters!We will have a downloadable tip sheet at our booth!
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Thank You
Any questions?
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